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Monty Feasibility Study (TLM 30%)
Investment case
The high grade Monty Cu deposit feasibility study demonstrates a very
profitable development that will be exploited expediently, albeit it is of limited
scale. The returns are below our prior expectations (mainly on mineable
inventory and opex) by ~25% resulting in a decrease in our valuation. We believe
SFR would prefer to own 100% of Monty. Exploration results at Monty have been
disappointing since the exceptional original discovery, however the down-dip &
down-plunge remains prospective and will now be tested. TLM’s balance sheet
is excellent, capable of funding its share of exploration at Monty and at Sinclair.
Talisman’s 100% owned Sinclair Ni project offers excellent optionality to an
eventual recovery in the Ni price. Our valuation is reduced to $0.61/sh.

Key points
Mine plan calls for mining of 0.8mt ore grading 9.4% Cu, 1.5g/t Au, containing
74kt Cu and 38koz Au.
The bulk of the ore will be mined over a 15 month period, largely in FY’20.
A 12 month development will commence in Sep Q’17, and the decline box-cut to
commence in DecQ’17.
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Recovered metal is expected to be 70kt Cu and 21koz Au.

$0.36

Operating costs disclosed by Talisman are a C1 cash cost of US$1.13/lb payable
(These costs are expected to be slightly higher than those of SFR). SFR’s
existing DeGrussa operations cash cost guidance is US$0.95-US$1.05/lb
payable.
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Directors

Capex (pre-production) will be $72m, plus $18m of sustaining capital. TLM
intends to fund its share of capex ($22m) via 100% debt. This is supported by
the high margin of Monty and SFR’s operation track record.

Sandfire will process all Monty ore through the DeGrussa mill under an Ore
Sale & Purchase Agreement (OSPA), whereby SFR will pay TLM $513/t of ore
delivered to ROM pad basis A$3.84/lb Cu (compared with A$3.50/lb today).
The OSPA will vary by $67/t per 10% movement in price received.
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Euroz Securities declares that it has acted as
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in and/or provided corporate advice to Talisman
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has received a fee for these services.

Cost commentary is that mining costs will be similar to those of DeGrussa, being
the net of narrower widths, cemented stope fill, smaller stope size and higher
grades.
Monty yields a net pre-tax cashflow of $64m to TLM, implying ~$230m for
project 100% basis, some $100m below our earlier estimates.
The major differences are in:
yyMetal price assumed (Monty FS is slightly more conservative at A$3.83/lb Cu
v’s our A$3.90/lb Cu), say $5m 100% basis;
yyAssumed tonnage available in mine plan, 0.8mt v’s our assumed 0.9mt, say
$25m 100% basis;
yyHigher operating costs (C1 Costs ~US$1.00/lb Cu payable v’s Monty expected
at ~US$0.80/lb), say $40m 100% basis;
yyCapex A$90m life of mine v’s our $60m estimate, say $30m 100% basis.
We have revised down our TLM valuation by $0.09/sh to $0.61/sh.
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While there is no doubt that Monty will be a highly profitable mine, it is of limited
size. We believe that incremental additional tonnes will be identified and mined
once grade control drilling is completed. However exploration from surface
drilling has so far failed to extend the scope of the deposit materially since the
initial drilling success.
Deep drilling of 3 diamond holes will commence in April 2017, as part of the
previously approved $2.2m budget (100% basis) for June Q’17. These holes will
test the prospective sequence below Monty at approximately 700m depth, and
also provide platforms for DHEM surveys to further refine targets.

Source: Talisman Mining Ltd
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Disclaimer & Disclosure
Euroz and its associates declare that they deal in securities as part of their
securities business and consequently may have a relevant interest in the
securities recommended herein (if any). This may include providing equity
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